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from different members of the Franklin Central School faculty,
individually. Third, and last, I have tried to <lo as my parents have
taught me to do.
How I dread to leave school each night and start for home because
I can imagine what will happen. When I do get home it is almost
impossible for me to devote two hours of my time for school work,
I just have to keep on doing house work. Maybe once a month I
am allowed to go out in company. I can't he trusted. That is the
way it looks to me. it certainly does make me fed almost worthless.
Times without number I have asked mother to go too, if she thought
I could not be trusted. But she will not.
The Franklin Central School has (lone much for me in the line
of gaining my independence. The school faculty (certain membra
of it) have looked into the matter and have made it much more
pleasant for me at home. {Sometimes I am allowed to take part in
•evening entertainments at school. There is u chance to have a little
freedom. The school has basketball games which I may attend occa-
sionally.
Parents should realize that schooling is important to the child and
that schooling includes these out-of-school activities,2"
Students themselves rarely mention as a cause of failure
die fact that high schools now have enrolled thousands o£
boys and girls who lack the capacity to deal with words,
symbols, and abstract ideas. In one school of 2*000 students
700 failed. Of these, 228 had intelligence quotients below
100, and failed even though they were taking the easiest
•courses the school offered. No one wants to go to a school
in which he is failing. Moreover, no school has a right to
put children who are compelled by law to attend it1 in a
situation in which they have no chance of success. The
ideal school should stimulate the gifted to the optimum
•of their achievement and, at the same time, offer oppor-
tunities for those who lack the scholastic aptitude to deal
with abstract subjects. Provision could be made for the
1 .abilities and needs of all students if the school were con- •
.sidered an integral part of community life which in itself
is educative*
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